VOCABULARY for Make a Wish

Words that appear in boldface type are forms from the Academic Word List (AWL).

Chapter 1
- audition
- assistant
- cast
- meditate
- producer
- ran
- recite
- refuse
- resume
- role

Chapter 2
- condition
- recommend
- rehearse
- role
- tutor

Chapter 3
- administration
- assume
- complain
- conversation
- ensure
- fluent
- interview
- preview
- punish
- sincerely

Chapter 4
- announcement
- area
- carousel
- couple
- divorce
- explore
- finally
- manage
- marriage
- nanny
normal
percent
relaxed
romantic
shelter
sketch

Chapter 5
accident
counter
exhausted
job
thoughtful

Chapter 6
big break
cconstantly
detail
embrace
have the lead
introduce
nomad
reservation
role
short notice
starved
such a

Chapter 7
adventure
appreciate
area
assume
bother
conversation
forgive
inherit
interfere
psychologist
put down roots
relaxing
resolve
wanderlust

Chapter 8
appreciate
assistant
bartender
catering
circulate
companion
conversation
corporation
discourage
drama
executive
greet
high-powered
hors d-oeuvres
miniature
surround
unusual

Chapter 9
achievement
chorus
contain excitement
finally
musical
offer
role
schedule

Chapter 10
accept
affects
anniversary
apply
arrange
available
bulletin board
celebrate
coincidence
conversations
couple
expect
finally
job
opportunity
short-term basis
storage
support
Chapter 11
animate
annual
coated
costumes
fascinated
fictional
finally
image
look forward
orchestra
reveal
scenery

Chapter 12
cancelled
computer
conversation
deserve
develop
effect
energy
federal
grant
imagine
mend
negative
relieved

Chapter 13
ache
approach
horizon
insisted
moped
precious
quaint
remarked
rude
script
security
separated
signaled
terminal
willpower
Chapter 14
competition
complain
finally
frustrating
hovered
nervous
sleep
strained
supportive

Chapter 15
antiques
canopy bed
comfortable
conversation
crutches
depressing
hobbling
impolite
job
lonely
recommended
rewarded
role

Chapter 16
assignment
attaché
bouquet
embossed
enthusiastic
farewell
going-away present
hectic
initials
relax

Chapter 17
anxious
assistant
choreography
collapse
concentrate
conductor
energy
nervous
role
team
wonder

Chapter 18
available
constantly
intercom
repertory
schedule
security
tryout
tumble out

Chapter 19
confiding
lovesick
relaxing
struggles
successful

Chapter 20
bistro
challenge
conversation
eliminate
finally
focus
foolish
incline
preferred
relieved
repeat
schedule

Chapter 21
abandoned
confront
diploma
drama
reluctant
succeed
timeless
Chapter 22
blinking
cheat on
confesses
pretend
remind
suspicious
unfaithful

Chapter 23
agent
jealous
proposal
screenplay